RE: Manuscript ID 2019-0027

Kelly Gray <kgray@cvma-acmv.org>
Tue 5/28/2019 2:26 PM

To: Claudia Kabachiev <ckabach@uoguelph.ca>

Dear Claudia Kabachiev,

Congratulations on your accepted manuscript. We allow permission of use for your manuscript entitled, “Cardiovascular and Respiratory Effects of Carbon Dioxide Pneumoperitoneum in the Domestic Rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus),” accepted in the Canadian Journal of Veterinary Research, to be included in your thesis.

Thank you,

Kelly
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Canadian Veterinary Medical Association / Association canadienne des médecins vétérinaires
339, rue Booth Street, Ottawa (Ontario) K1R 7K1
t: 613-236-1162 x 117 / 800-567-2862
e: kgray@cvma-acmv.org
www.canadianveterinarians.net  www.veterinairesoacanada.net
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From: Claudia Kabachiev [mailto:ckabach@uoguelph.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2019 2:12 PM
To: Kelly Gray
Subject: Re: Manuscript ID 2019-0027

Dear Dr. Gray-Sabourin,

At this point, our manuscript entitled "Cardiovascular and Respiratory Effects of Carbon Dioxide Pneumoperitoneum in the Domestic Rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus)" has been accepted for publication. I need to, therefore, get written consent to publish the accepted version as a chapter in my graduate thesis. The thesis will be available electronically, and I believe your copyright agreement means that I need permission to use it.

Please let me know if you need any further information from me. Thanks for your time!

Best regards,
Claudia Kabachiev
Dear Dr. Gray-Sabourin,

We submitted a manuscript for review a few weeks ago (ID: 2019-0027). After submission, Dr. Beaufrere contacted you to confirm if publication in my graduate thesis would be appropriate. I just wanted to confirm that we can use the pre-print/non-peer reviewed version since the review is still underway, and that I have the journal's consent to do so. I also wanted to clarify that the thesis will be available electronically as well as physically, and that I am required to sign a Thesis Non-exclusive License that authorizes Library and Archives Canada to reproduce or distribute copies of my thesis.

Thanks again for your time.

Best regards,
Claudia

FyI

Hugues Beaufrère, DVM, PhD, Dipl. ACZM, ABVP (Avian), ECZM (Avian)
Assistant Professor | Avian and Exotic Medicine
Department of Clinical Studies
Ontario Veterinary College | University of Guelph
http://www.ovc.uoguelph.ca/hsc/en/aboutovchealthsciences/Avianspecies.asp

The information in this message is intended solely for the addressee(s). If you are not the designated recipient, please notify the sender immediately, and permanently delete the original and any copies. Any use of the message by those other than the intended recipients is prohibited.
Dear Dr. Beaufrère,

Thank you for letting us know, I will add this to the file. No other action is needed.

Have a great day,

Kelly

Kelly Gray-Sabourin
Editorial Coordinator, Journals / Coordonnatrice de la rédaction, revues
Canadian Veterinary Medical Association / Association canadienne des médecins vétérinaires
339, rue Booth Street, Ottawa (Ontario) K1R 7K1
t: 613-236-1162 x 117 / 800-567-2862
e: kgray@cvmac-acmv.org

Subscribe Today!

From: Hugues Beaufrère [mailto:beaufrer@uoguelph.ca]
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2019 12:51 PM
To: Kelly Gray
Cc: Claudia Kabakchiev
Subject: Manuscript ID 2019-0027

Dear Dr. Gray,

We recently submitted a paper to CJVR (ID: 2019-0027). I forgot to mention that this paper is also going to be published as a chapter in Dr. Kabakchiev DVSc thesis at the University of Guelph (thesis due in summer 2019 semester).

Let me know whether there is any additional paperwork or information to submit in this regard.

Sincerely,

Hugues

Hugues Beaufrère, DVM, PhD,
Dipl. ACZM, ABVP (Avian), ECZM (Avian)
Assistant Professor | Avian and Exotic Medicine
Department of Clinical Studies
Ontario Veterinary College | University of Guelph
http://www.ovc.uoguelph.ca/hsc/en/aboutovchealthsciences/Avianspecies.asp

The information in this message is intended solely for the addressee(s). If you are not the designated recipient, please notify the sender immediately, and permanently delete the original and any copies. Any use of the message by those other than the intended recipients is prohibited.